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Purpose of Interviews

An important investigative tool in developing reliable evidence



To understand how the industry works



To get another side of the story



To test what you think you know



To identify potential witnesses for litigation



To learn industry participants’ views
–

Are they concerned about the merger?

–

Were they harmed by the party’s conduct?
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Purpose of Interviews
Focus on facts, not conclusions
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Who to Interview

Cast a wide net—and make sure you interview the right person



Complainants



Market participants
– Competitors
– Customers (or their representatives)
– Suppliers



Government agencies



Trade organizations



Industry analysts and experts



The parties
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Preparing for an Interview
Help the interview go smoothly



Set goals



Prepare an outline (by topics)



Do your homework
–

Prior interview reports

–

Documents

–

Internet research



Set a time limit



Decide: in-person vs. over the phone
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Steps of an Interview
Be organized

1

2

3
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Preliminaries

Background

Topics

Conclusion

• Organized by
element
• Signal new
topics
• Save ultimate
question for end

• Anything else
we should
know?
• Anyone else we
should talk to?
• Follow up

• Introductions
• Explain purpose
• Answer any
questions
• Note the time
limit

• Witness
• Company
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Questioning Techniques
Use the funnel technique

Open-ended

Let’s talk about…
Who, what, when, where, why, how?
Describe…, Explain…
What factors did you consider when…?

Follow-up

When you say ____, what do you mean?
Can you give more details about…?

Exhaust

What else?
Anything else?
Any others?

Fill In

What about…?
Did you…?
Was there…?
Have you…?”

Recap

As I understand it…
So you’re saying that…
Is it fair to say…?
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After the Interview
Keep a good record





Debrief immediately after the interview
–

Review highlights

–

Discuss implications for investigation

–

Assess witness impressions

Promptly prepare an interview report
–

Organize by topic

–

Circulate for review

–

Include witness impressions
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Concluding Remarks



Be curious.
Every witness is an expert about their own experience, so approach interviews with
the mind-set of an interested student, ready to be taught.



Listen and be flexible.
Focus on the witness’s answer, not the next question. Don’t be tied to your outline;
follow up and pursue unexpected answers.



Be professional and courteous.
Show you’re prepared. Don’t get frustrated if the witness or attorneys are
uncooperative. Keep the tone conversational; interviews are not interrogations.



Lay the foundation.
Always test the basis of the witness’s knowledge, including for friendly witnesses.
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